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Message from the Schoharie County
Board of Elections
Dear Election Inspector,
As an Election Inspector, you play an important role in
the process that enables citizens to exercise their
constitutional right to vote.
The work of an inspector makes for very long tiring days,
but when you have done the job well, you will know that
the voters of your election district have been well served.
Preparation is the key to a successful Election Day! This
Manual along with our Training classes will prepare you to
be an effective and efficient Election Inspector.
We hope that Election Day will be a positive and
rewarding experience. The Schoharie County Board of
Elections sincerely thanks you for your hard work and
dedication.
Clifford Hay

Kenneth Schweigard

Democratic Commissioner

Republican Commissioner

Sara Masterson

Michelle Price

Deputy Commissioner

Deputy Commissioner

Veronica Pitt

Alex Johnson

Senior Election Specialist

Senior Election Specialist
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Inspector Roles & Responsibilities
Elections must be conducted in a fair and impartial manner,
according to the requirements of the New York State Election
Law. As an Election Inspector your most important
responsibilities are making sure that ALL eligible voters exercise their
right to vote, and the law is applied uniformly.
A Qualified Poll Worker must:
• Be a registered voter in Schoharie County under one of the 2 major parties
(Democrat or Republican).
• Read, write, and speak the English language.
• Attend at least one annual training session as required by Law and pass the
Election Inspector Exam.
• NOT be a Candidate, or the relative or spouse of a Candidate, whose name
appears on the Ballot in the jurisdiction in which you are working.
• Act professionally and always maintain order at the Polling Site.
• Follow procedures as directed by the Board of Elections.
• Always protect the Rights and Privacy of every Voter.
• Ensure fair and honest Elections.
• Be Appointed by the Election Commissioners.
• Take an Oath of Office.

Election Day Duties:
•
•
•
•
•

Greet & process all voters
Oversee Poll Site
Monitor Voting Machines
Complete necessary paperwork throughout the day
Rotate tasks

• WORK TOGETHER AS A TEAM & BE RESPECTFUL OF EACH OTHER!
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Chairperson(s) Responsibilities
Overseeing the day.
Make sure all Inspectors are present & have nametags. Notify BOE
immediately if an Inspector is missing. Also call BOE if an
Inspector shows up late or leaves early.
Assign Democrat and Republican Inspector teams for all duties.
Ensure all forms & reports are filled out and properly signed.
Ensure that all voter problems are resolved.
Make sure all emergency ballots that are used, are either scanned in
the machine or canvassed that evening.
ALL VOTED BALLOTS COME BACK TO BOARD OF
ELECTIONS ON ELECTION NIGHT.
Keep the Board of Elections apprised of any concerns.
Phone in the Election Results to the phone number provided.
Return the Election Supply Bag back to the Board of Elections no
later than noon the following day.
Election Inspectors Responsibilities
Arrive at your assigned poll site on time: 5:00am
Work in bi-partisan teams and rotate tasks throughout the day.
Follow instructions of Chairperson(s) for assigned duties.
Open and close the ICE machine(s) and fill out seal tag report.
 Set up your polling site and Election Materials.
Ensure you can clearly see who utilizes the ICE machine.
Organize Election Day Supplies.
Maintain the flow of voters throughout the Election Day
Close machines, poll site, and help fill out reports at end of day.
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Inspectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Election Etiquette

Check and recheck to make sure ALL Voters can exercise their Right to Vote.
Always remain calm (no yelling).
Be flexible and sympathetic to the needs of Voters.
Be polite to Voters, other Poll Workers, and anyone else that visits the Site.
Use all resources at your disposal, including calling the Board of Elections.
Be considerate of your fellow Election Inspectors (no arguing or shouting).
Be respectful and follow the guidance of Site Chairs and Coordinators from
either party.
Be courteous toward any custodians, teachers, managers, security, or other
staff in your Polling Site.
Be courteous toward Poll Watchers and Candidates. Kindly advise them of
election procedures, if necessary. If questions arise, please call the Board of
Elections.
Be courteous toward any media that appear at your polling site.
Take care of your Polling Site, keep your table organized and the facilities
clean.

Voter Privacy
• Allow the Voter privacy with their Ballots at every stage of the Voting
process.
• NO ONE except Poll Workers (in bi-partisan teams) should be helping or
assisting Voters unless that person was requested by the voter to assist them
and has taken the “Oath for Assisting a Voter”.
• Election Inspectors must never hover around the scanners of the Voting
Machines while Voters are casting their Ballots.
• Inspectors should never handle a Voter’s marked Ballot.
• Inspectors should never take Ballots out of Voters hands and cast the Ballot.
• Inspectors should not touch the “Cast” and “Return” buttons on the Voting
Machine, instruct the Voter to press the appropriate button when needed.
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We are Providing a Public Service
Protecting the Right to Vote and offering Voting opportunities in our
community would not be possible without each one of you.
• Even though we work in bi-partisan teams, we are not political, we’re here
to help Voters exercise their Right to Vote. As such, we do NOT share or
engage in political commentary.
• This is a PAID position and should be thought of and treated with
professionalism. You are representing the Board of Elections.
• Poll Workers must be present and on time to all assigned shifts. We
understand that emergencies happen, but you MUST call in if you cannot
work your assigned shift. No-Call-No-Show will result in Immediate
Termination.
• Election day is a long day. Please dress in a comfortable, but professional
manner. Poll Workers cannot wear anything Political in nature.
• Inspectors may not campaign, distribute campaign literature, knowingly
and willfully permit campaign literature to be present or electioneer at the
polls.
• Under New York Election Law it is a felony punishable by fine,
imprisonment or both for a Poll Worker to destroy, remove, alter, or mark
ballots
• Inspectors must NEVER knowingly permit an unqualified voter to vote, or
permit someone to vote more than once.
• Inspectors must NEVER intentionally make or attempt to make a false
canvass of the ballots
• It is prohibited to communicate with others regarding someone’s vote, or
unfold a ballot prepared for voting.
• Under the Voting Rights Act, it is illegal to: Discriminate against voters or
candidates based on race or color or language or to administer the
election on different terms for the different racial groups, even without
the intention to discriminate.
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Election Day Supply Overview
Inspector Supply Bag - If you have more than one district in your site, you will have
multiple supply bags. Call the BOE if anything is missing before the polls open.
• Signs: Vote Here, No Smoking, Bill of
Rights, Check Your Ballot, Voter Ballot
Instructions, How to Vote
• General Office Supplies (side pocket)
• “I Voted” stickers• Magnifier
• Affidavit Ballot Envelopes
• NYS Voter Registration Forms
• Sample Ballots
Election Day Binder –
• Inside Pouch Contents: Ballot Box Door
Keys, Extra Seals,
• Machine Password
• Quick Reference Guides
• Poll Site Setup & Greet
• Reports Booklet
• Poll Pads & Voter Lists
• Affidavit Process
Inspector Reports Book –
• BALLOT ACCOUNTABILITY
• RETURN OF CANVASS
▪ OPENING & CLOSING POLLS
▪ UNSCANNED EMERGENCY BALLOT
• SEAL TAG REPORT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spoiled & Write-In Ballot Envelopes
Unscanned Emergency Ballot Envelope
District Marker(s)
Election Day Guide
Emergency Poll Book(s)
Inspector Binder
Inspector Reports
Voter Challenge Reports

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Phone In Results Procedure
• Closing Results & Courier Bags
Poll Site Set-Up Flow Chart
Incident Reports
In Case of Emergency
Schoharie County Polling Sites
Street Guides & District Map
Poll Watcher’s Guide

• VOTER COUNT SURVEY
• VOUCHERS
• FINAL PAGE – Verification with
Inspector’s Signatures

Voter Challenge Reports Book –
• CHANGE OF ADDRESS
• CHALLENGE
• ASSISTANCE

• AFFIDAVIT OR COURT ORDER
• FINAL PAGE – Verification with
Inspector’s Signatures

Poll Pads & Voter Lists –
• Poll Pads for check-in
• Emergency Poll Book of Registration
List of Voter within your district
• Inactive List

• Acceptable Forms of ID
• Absentee List
• Absentee Ballot Procedures

ICE Machine, Poll Booths & Signage
Green Speed Bag, Blue Ballot Bag, Magenta Affidavit Bag
8

Setting Up the Poll Site
Poll Workers MUST arrive at 5:00am (1 hour before Polls Open)
• The Chairperson will have received the Supply Bag from the Town Clerk prior
to Election Day. Upon arriving at the Poll Site, you must first:
o Check that your machine is the proper one for your polling site.
o Verify that you have the correct sealed supply bag for your
town/district(s).
o Make sure you have signed the Chain of Custody Report and recorded
the seal number when you received the bag(s) from the Town Clerk (or
their representative).
o Make sure you have all the supplies you need for the election.
o Open Supply Bag and remove necessary Election Day Supplies.
o The keys to the ICE machine are in the front pouch in the Election
Inspector Binder.
• Chairperson to assign the following tasks:
o Make sure American Flag is displayed
o Set up Greeter Table: sample ballots, “how to vote” poster, registration
list, & inactive list.
o Set up poll booths, put “Check Ballot” signs in each booth, and place
lights if needed
o Place sample ballots and voting instructions where voters waiting in
line can view them.
o Place all signage: 100’ Distance Marker, Vote Here, Handicap Entrance,
Sample Ballots, Check Your Ballot, How to Vote, Voter’s Bill of Rights
o Set up all ICE Machines (follow manual p. 12)
o Set-up the Poll Pad(s) (follow manual pg. 17) and arrange check-in table
with sample ballots, voting ballots and privacy sleeves. Make sure
ballots are in numerical order and at correct ED table.
o Set up an Affidavit table for voters that need to fill out Affidavit
Envelopes to vote (optional)
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Follow the Poll Site Set Up Guide in the Inspector Binder to arrange your site.

Arrange Privacy Booths to service
the privacy of the voter.
Privacy Booths can stand alone or
be doubled up. Each site will also
have at least one ADA Privacy
Booth.
Place “Check Ballot” signs in each
booth.
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Setting Up the ICE Machine
Voting Machines must be opened in a Bi-Partisan team. Be sure to fill out the SEAL TAG REPORT (within
the Inspector Reports Book) as you open the machine.
START UP
1. Verify the seals from the cover of the ICE machine on Seal Tag Report. Remove seals and place lid
of machine in a safe place for storage.
2. Unlock ballot door, cut BLUE SEAL, and remove from within ballot box the blue ballot bag, magenta
affidavit bag, ballots, and privacy sleeves. Lock and reseal ballot door and record new BLUE SEAL
on “DAY” column of the seal tag report.

3. Verify Ballots are correct and place them in numerical order, so you start with ballot #1. Verify and
fill out Poll Site Ballot Accountability Form located in the Inspector Reports book showing your poll
site location has the correct ED ballots and the number on the form matches the number of ballots
you received. If you have more than 1 ED, you will have more than 1 Poll Site Ballot Accountability
Form. See example:
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4. Position the ballot box near an outlet. An extension cord may be used if necessary. Lock wheels.
Insert the plug of the ICE Machine power supply cord into the outlet.
5. Lift the monitor into the upright position by grasping the right and left side and lifting firmly. This
will trigger the machine to turn ON and begin your session.

6. Lower the monitor support stand behind the screen and fix to desired position. Open the cover for
the monitor and affix privacy flap sides to top cover.
7. Once system powers on, you will be prompted by a beep to insert the Security Key into the
Security Key Pad. If you do not press the security key correctly to the receptacle, an error screen
will appear. Press the key firmly to the receptacle and hold until the login screen appears.

8. You will then need to retrieve the machine user name and password from the Inspector Binder. On
the authorization screen enter User Name and Password (specific for the current election project)
and press OK. If information is incorrect, the screen will clear the text for a second chance to enter
the correct credentials.
9. The screen will now read “VALID SECURITY DETECTED” and files will start loading. If the screen
reads “An unexpected condition has occurred” press OK.
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Opening The Polls
The Poll Worker Menu provides functions for poll management (open and close
polls), activation of various voting options (AVS session, ballot review), report
management (transmit results, print results report), and system information
review.

1. Select Open Poll. The “Poll Management” screen appears with three options:
• Poll Status,
• Print Zero Tape,
• Number of Copies to Print
2. The options on Print Zero Tape and Number of Copies to Print are reset.
Do not push the “Change” button.

3. On the “Poll Management – Open Poll” screen, press the Open button next
to the “Poll Status” option. The “Confirmation required” screen then appears.
Press the OK button.
4. The screen will now read “Printing in progress” and the Zero Tape will begin
printing. Pressing the Cancel button will stop the printing of the tape.
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5. Carefully tear Zero Tape by pulling toward seal against metal bar. Verify the
tape matches the sample ballot. Have inspectors sign the bottom of the
tape.
6. Remove the Opening Polls Return of Canvass from the Inspector Reports
Book. Once Open Poll Tape is printed Inspectors will use tape to verify and
record:
•

Machine #

•

Tabulator ID #

•

Ballots Scanned (if not ZERO call BOE)

•

Protective Counter #

Inspectors sign in Bi-Partisan team and attach the Open Poll Tape from ICE
machine at the bottom of this report.

7. Once the Zero Tape is printed, the “printing completed” screen will
appear, and prompt will ask “Do you want to print another copy?”
Press NO.
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8. The “Poll Work Menu” screen will appear with the status: Poll Open.
9. Select Standard Voting option.

10. The “Standard Voting” screen will appear, and the unit is now ready
to scan the ballots. Total Voters to read 0.

11. The Security Key should be held by the inspector that is working at
the voting machine at the time. The Ballot box key should be held by
the Chairperson in your Election District.
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Setting Up the Poll Pad
Poll Pad Overview:
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Setting Up the Poll Pad:
1. Remove green Poll Pad case from the ICE machine ballot box. Poll Pads must be opened and set up
in a Bi-Partisan team. Verify the name on the tag on your poll pad green case matches your polling
location.
2. Remove the iPad, stylus, Poll Pad Base, and stand arm from the Poll Pad Case. Place the iPad face
down on the table so the Poll Pad number on the back is facing up.
3. Attach the Stand Arm to the back of the Poll Pad. Squeeze the tabs on the side of the circular arm
and place it in the circular opening on the iPad. Release tabs and turn until arm clicks into place.

4. Connect Stand Arm to the circular Poll Pad Base. Once attached, rotate the Poll Pad so it is oriented
in a landscape (width) position with the camera on the left.
5. Plug charging cord into the power adapter, and power adapter into extension cord connected to a
power source at your polling site. Make sure charging cord is then placed into the poll pad and
confirm charging status (green lightning bolt in top right corner of screen). The Poll Pad should turn
on automatically once connected to AC power. If it does not turn on press and hold the POWER
button on the top-left edge of the unit until you see the Apple icon appear on the screen, then
release.
6. If application doesn’t automatically launch, press the Poll Pad App to open the Poll Pad. Verify the
correct home page displays on screen.

7. Home
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Screen Checklist:
Name of Jurisdiction
Election Name and Date
Polling Place Location is correct
Check-in Count = 0
Battery Life is Close to Full (~90%)
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Poll Pads: Checking in a Voter
1. You are now at the Home Screen of the Poll Pad. Using the stylus pen (not your
finger) click on the “GET STARTED” button at the bottom of the screen.
2. Press the “MANUAL ENTRY” button located at the bottom right of the screen.

3. Look up the Voter:
•

Ask the Voter to clearly state the first and last name

•

Type the first 3 letters of the Voter’s Last Name in the first box

•

Type the first 3 letters of the Voter’s First Name in the second box

•

Press “SEARCH”

•

The Voter’s file should appear in a list of matching names

4. Select the correct Voter’s name by clicking directly on the Voter’s name.
5. Ask the Voter for their physical address and verify the person you have selected
is correct. Select the “ACCEPT” button located in the top right corner of the
screen.
6. Rotate the Poll Pad (using the stand arm) so the Voter can sign the Poll Pad with
the stylus. Once complete, rotate back and press “DONE SIGNING” on the top
right of screen.
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7. The Poll Worker confirmation screen will now appear. Poll workers will verify the
Voter’s signature, and initial in the two lower right boxes. Press “SUBMIT”.

8. You have now successfully processed the Voter! You may give the Voter their
correct ballot and send them to the poll booths to vote. (skip to page 23). Touch
screen anywhere to go back to the Home Screen and look up your next Voter.

Poll Pad: Tips When Searching Names
•

Last names do not have spaces or apostrophes: “O’Brien” is
“OBRIEN”, “St John” is “STJOHN”, “D’Angelo” is “DANGELO”, etc.

•

Two Part Last Names are entered with a hyphen, for example,
“RODRIGUEZ-CRUZ”, but Voters are sometimes registered under just one
part of the name, if you can’t find them under “ROD” try “CRU”.

•

First Names can have a space, for example, “MARYANNE” might be
“MARY ANNE” and might not be next to each other on the list of names.
Look thoroughly.

•

For Nicknames, also try the Formal version of the name, if you
cannot find “TOM” try “THOMAS” or for “BOB” try “ROBERT”.

•

Typos happen, be aware of possible errors. If you find a Voter’s name is
spelled wrong in the Poll Pad, treat it as if it is a name change. (Page 30)
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Poll Pad: Advance Search
If you did not find a Voter in the poll pad after doing a Basic Search, you
should try an Advanced Search. You can do an Advanced Search using
the Voter’s address or date of birth.
1. Clear the search boxes (otherwise your Advanced Search will still have no
results) by clicking the small grey x in each search box.
2. Press the “ADVANCED SEARCH” button located on the far-right side of the
screen.
3. Choose Address or DOB from the list of options that appear below the search
boxes. Click directly on the word “DOB” or “ADDRESS.”

4. Start typing the Voter’s address or birthdate. Starting to type the address
should generate a list of matching addresses. This will generate a list of all
voters within the Advanced Search criteria you have entered. Do NOT hit the
“ADVANCED SEARCH” button again, as this will clear your results.
5. If the Voter is found through the Advanced Search, follow the same protocol
as Manual Entry to process the Voter (steps 4-8 on pages 19-20). If you still
cannot find your Voter’s file in the Poll Pad, call the BOE Office.

Poll Pad Notifications
ID REQUIRED: After looking up a voter’s record (step #3.) you may see they contain a
status that reads “ID Required.”
•

Press Voter Record. A prompt will appear, follow written instructions. If the
voter presents you with a valid form of identification, press “VALID ID.”

•

The screen will now display the voter’s information. Verify with the ID that
this information is correct. Press “ACCEPT” if all the information is verified.
Acceptable forms of ID must be either a current
and valid photo ID or one of the following:
Driver’s License, Passport, Non-Driver’s ID,
Student Photo ID, Pistol or Firearm Permit,
Pilot’s License, Military ID, Government ID,
Current Utility Bill, Government Check/Paycheck,
Hunting License, Bank Statement, Tuition
Statement.

•

Proceed back to the above step #6 to allow the voter to sign the Poll Pad
and continue to process the voter.

•

If Voter does not have an acceptable form of ID, they may vote by affidavit.
Alert your Chairperson of the Affidavit Voter and guide him to the proper
area to complete the affidavit envelope.
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AFFIDAVIT BALLOT/ ABSENTEE ISSUED VOTERS: After looking up a voter’s record
(step #3.) you may see a prompt with written instructions to process by affidavit ballot.
Press “ISSUE AFFIDAVIT BALLOT.” All voters with an absentee application on file, that
received an absentee ballot for this current election are no longer allowed to vote on a
voting machine on election day. If a voter shows up as ABSENTEE ISSUED, they still
may vote at your polling location, but they MUST vote via AFFIDAVIT.

•

An affidavit banner will appear across the top of the screen.

•

Verify voter information and complete voter’s check-in process. Press
“ACCEPT” if information is verified.

•

Alert your Chairperson of the Affidavit Voter and guide him to the proper
area to complete the affidavit envelope.

INACTIVE VOTER: After looking up a voter’s record (step #3.) you may see they contain a status
that reads “Inactive.”

•
•
•

Press the voter record.
Read the instructions on the prompt and issue the voter an affidavit ballot.
Alert your Chairperson of the Affidavit Voter and guide him to the proper area to complete the
affidavit envelope.

EARLY VOTER: After looking up a voter’s record you may see their name highlighted in GREEN. This
means this voter has already voted. If they insist that they did not vote, call the Board of Elections Office
immediately.
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Voting on the ICE Machine
STANDARD VOTING:
After checking in a Voter successfully through the Poll Pad and issuing them their correct ballot for their
voting district, you can now instruct them to enter the Poll Booth to fill out their ballot.
The ICE Machine now reads “System Ready Please Insert Your Ballot”. A voter can now insert a voted
ballot into the machine. Once the ballot is scanned, the screen displays Valid Ballot and then Casting
Ballot Please Wait messages. The screen will then read Ballot Successfully Cast, there will be an
audible “ping” sounds, the System Ready screen reappears, and the Ballot Counter will increase by one.
Don’t forget to give your voter their “I Voted” sticker on their way out!

MACHINE WARNINGS:
If a blank ballot or an overvote ballot is scanned, the tabulator will display instructions on how to proceed.
The voter can choose to return the ballot by selecting the RETURN (1) button and have it returned to the
voter, or they can choose to cast the ballot by selecting the CAST (2) button to cast.

The following table describes other possible tabulator warning messages:

NOTE: Undervote Warnings have been disabled for NY State usage.
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BALLOT REVIEW:
Voters may request to review their ballot on the ICE machine before casting it. This request MUST be
made before they put their ballot into the machine. Follow these steps for ballot review:
1) Insert the Security Key into the I Button receptacle on the right side of the ICE Machine.
2) On the MAIN MENU click on STANDARD VOTING.
3) You will then be given the choice of “Standard Voting Session” or “Ballot Review”.
4) Select the “Ballot Review” by clicking on the “Change” button.
5) Be sure to select “Enable Once” for ballot review. If you accidentally choose “Enable” you will need
to go back after the voter has cast their ballot and “disable” the ballot review.
6) Once you select “Enable Once” select “Start” on the Standard Voting Session. Confirmation will
appear, select OK.
7) You should move away from the screen so the voter can then scan in their ballot for review. They
will need to follow the prompts on the screen (“push next page at bottom of screen”). Once
satisfied with their ballot review, they can either CAST the ballot or RETURN the ballot (if they
need to finish voting the ballot or spoil the ballot and start over).

SPOILED BALLOT PROCEDURE:
1) Verify the ballot is spoiled. Before spoiling a ballot, ask the voter to turn ballot over and try to rescan it another way. If it still comes back out of the machine, ask the voter to read the prompt on
the machine. Explain the problem to the voter. They may need to go back and fill in their circles on
the ballot more clearly. They also may choose to CAST the ballot regardless of the issue stated on
the machine by touching the CAST button on the screen.
2) If the voter would like a new ballot:
3) Instruct the Voter to fold the ballot in half, write “SPOILED” on the ballot, and allow them to place
it in the SPOILED BALLOT envelope.
4) Close the envelope and store in a secure place for Election Day. The Spoiled Ballot envelope is to
be brought back in the Supply Bag by the Chairman the day after the election.
5) Verify the Voter’s correct Election District and give them a new ballot. Be sure the Voter
understands how to properly mark their ballot.
6) Each Voter is allowed only 3 ballots. If the 3rd ballot does not scan through the machine, place
it in an affidavit envelope and write “3rd ballot” or “3rd try” on the envelope. Be sure to hash
check the report sheet on the outside of the magenta affidavit bag. Do not fill out personal
information on the affidavit envelope, Board of Elections officials will record acceptable votes.
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EMERGENCY BALLOT PROCEDURE:
1) Call the Board of Elections Office and a technician will be dispatched to your site.
2) Only use the Emergency Ballot box if the machine is NOT working.
3) Voters vote in the same way, just are not able to use the scanner and will place ballots on the opposite
side of the voting machine. Voter does not fold the ballot before inserting into box.
4) Cut the seal and unlock emergency ballot box door at the rear of the machine with the machine key.
5) Open door and open slot by sliding up.
6) Close door, re-lock, and place a new seal on emergency box door.

7) Should the voting machine get fixed; the Chairperson secures the Emergency Ballot Box and the
voters resume scanning their own ballots.
8) A bi-partisan team of Inspectors will scan the VOTED Emergency Ballots once the poll site is closed and
the last voter has voted, but BEFORE THE MACHINE IS CLOSED and SHUT DOWN.
9) If the Voting Machine is not repaired by close-of-polls, use the Unscanned Emergency Ballot Statement
of Canvass to tally votes, and place ballots in the Unscanned Emergency Ballot Envelope, along with
the Statement of Canvass sheet. Return these with all voted ballots in the BLUE voted bag to the
Board of Elections.
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ACCESSIBLE VOTING SESSION: The ICE machine is equipped to assist visually or physically impaired
voters. An Accessible Voting Session uses a hand-held controller called an ATI (Audio Tactile Interface).

The ATI connects to the ICE via the network port located on the right side of the unit. The headphones
connect to the audio port on the bottom of the ATI.
NOTE: An Accessible Voting Session cannot commence if the ATI is not connected to the ICE
Machine.

Paddles are connected to the ATI via the port located on the unit (optional in NY State). A voter navigates
through the ballot by pressing the L or R.

The “SIP-PUFF” switch is connected to the ATI via the same port as the paddles. Only one of the devices
can be used at a time. A voter navigates through the ballot by inhaling (SIP) and blowing out (PUFF)
through the straw connected to the switch.
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1) The Poll Worker needs to initiate an accessible voting session for the Voter. Press and hold the security
key onto the receptacle on the right side of the unit.
2) The poll worker then selects the ACCESSIBLE VOTING option. Note: Accessible Voting session will not
start until the ATI is plugged into the ATI port.

3) The Ballot Review is disabled as the Accessible Voter will get the chance to review their selections
before the ballot is marked. Press START next to AV SESSION option to initiate the accessible voting
session.
4) On the confirmation screen, press OK to continue.
5) The “Accessible Voting” screen is displayed, prompting the user to insert an unvoted ballot. Insert the
unvoted ballot to initiate an AV session.
6) Select the correct language by using the ATI.

7) The Voter has the option to also select the type of assistive device to be used in the voting session. To
use the ATI press the
RIGHT ARROW.
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8) To see the voting session on the screen, press the
the
DOWN ARROW.

X-SHAPED button. To hide the screen press

9) To hear the audio on the headphones for voting press the
without audio, press the
DOWN ARROW.

10) A welcome screen is presented. Pressing the
Voting session.

X-SHAPED button. To continue

DOWN ARROW will continue the Accessible

11) After navigation instructions are presented to the voter, the voter will have options to control the
ballot zoom and contrast.
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12) To begin marking selections on the ballot, press the
screen, press the
UP ARROW.

DOWN ARROW. To return to the previous

13) The ballot is displayed on the screen while the voter continues making selections for the ballot.

14) The Voter then completes an AVS ballot by making selections using the ATI. Once the Voter accepts
the selections, the ballot is marked and then scanned by the ICE.

15) At this point the Voter can CAST or RETURN the ballot.
• If the voter presses CAST, the ballot is dropped into the main chamber of the ballot box, the
“Standard Voting” screen is displayed, and the Ballot Counter is incremented by one (1).
• If the Voter selects the RETURN button, a message for the Poll Worker to remove the ballot is
displayed, and the votes are not counted towards the results (Ballot Counter is not incremented). If
this is the case, the Voter then decides to manually cast the ballot (insert into scanner) or spoil the
ballot and start again.
16) To Cancel an Accessible Voting Session (during the session and before the ballot is cast):
• The inspector will press the security key firmly to the receptacle and hold until the cancellation
screen appears.
• The options are given to continue with the AVS ballot, or the proceed with cancelling the session. If
cancelling, select OK. The ballot will then be ejected, and the screen message will prompt the
inspector to remove the unvoted ballot.
• After removal, the screen will display the “Poll Worker Menu” again. The inspector can then choose
the function “Standard Voting” to continue normal voting.
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Voter Challenge Reports
There are several circumstances that can occur on Election Day that require further documentation when
someone votes. If one of these events happens it MUST be recorded on the Challenge Report in the
appropriate sections.
SECTION I: NAME OR ADDRESS CHANGE: For a Voter who was found in the Poll Pad but has moved,
changed their name, or needs to make a correction to their Voter File, and they still live in the SAME
Election District as in the Poll Pad.
NAME OR ADDRESS CHANGE
WITHIN THE SAME ELECTION DISTRICT ONLY
PREVIOUS VOTER INFORMATION:
(As read in the Poll Book if available)

NEW VOTER INFORMATION:
(Only information that has changed)

NAME OF VOTER:

NAME OF VOTER:

_______________________________

_______________________________

RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS:

RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS:

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

MAILING ADDRESS:

MAILING ADDRESS:

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

VOTER SIGNATURE:

________________________________

DATE:

____________

VOTER ID #: ________________________

INSPECTOR INITIALS:

DEM _________________

REP ________________

Have the Voter fill out the previous information on the left and any information that has changed on the
right. Be sure to have the Voter sign the report, or the BOE will not be able to make the changes.
SECTION II: CHALLENGE: For when a Voter’s Identity or Residence is in question.
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SECTION III: VOTER ASSISTANCE: For a Voter who requires Assistance marking their Ballot.
Upon check-in, all voters must be asked, “Do you require assistance in marking your ballot?” Voters that
request assistance must be treated with politeness and respect.
If a voter requests assistance from the election inspectors, take the following steps:
• Make sure the voter understands how to fill out their ballot. Use a SAMPLE BALLOT to answer
any questions.
• Assistance should be provided in a way that guards the voter’s privacy and must not influence
the vote. The person or persons providing assistance must never repeat results they may
witness while providing assistance.
• In the VOTER CHALLENGE REPORTS Book, locate the “Assistance Provided” report. The person
assisting the voter must fill out and sign the form, and the voter must sign this form as well.
• If the voter does not have someone to assist them in voting, a bi-partisan team of Election
Inspectors assist the voter in filling out their ballot. Inspectors must sign the “Assistance
Provided” report if they assist any voter.

SECTION IV: AFFIDAVIT VOTER OR COURT ORDER: For a Voter who cannot be Checked-in normally,
has moved to a different Election District from the one in the Poll Pad, is Inactive, or was issued an
Absentee Ballot and chooses to Vote by Affidavit Ballot, or acquires a Court Order.
COURT ORDER: When a voter comes to your Polling location with a Court Order:
• The Voter must sign the top of the Court Order and give the Court Order to the Inspector.
• Record the Voter’s information on the Affidavit / Court Order Challenge Report located in the Voter
Challenge Reports book and attach to the Court Order. Place both sheets back into the Voter
Challenge Reports book.
• Voter is allowed to vote on a regular ballot and then scan it through the ICE machine.
• NOTE: Court Orders DO NOT vote an Affidavit Ballot!
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AFFIDAVIT BALLOT can be issued if:
• A Voter is marked as “INACTIVE” AND the Voter is at the correct Polling Site for their current
Residence.
• (*NEW THIS YEAR) A Voter is marked as “ABSENTEE SENT” but still wants to Vote in person.
• A Voter IS in the Poll Pad but is unable to provide proper ID when an ID is required (NOTE: This is
ONLY when it specifically says “ID REQUIRED” in the Poll Pad).
• In PRIMARIES ONLY when a voter claims to be enrolled in a political party other than the one
indicated on the Poll Pad.
• CALL THE BOE FIRST if a Voter’s record states they have voted, but the Voter claims they did not;
OR if a Voter’s name is NOT found in the Poll Pad for ANY reason.

Steps for Voting Affidavit:
1. Give the Voter the “Notice to Voters” located in the Challenge Reports Book, so they
understand why they need to vote Affidavit.
2. Inspector should guide the Voter to a place where they can fill out the Affidavit Envelope
completely. Inspector should go over the information with the Voter once completed.
Inspector must fill out the very bottom line of the Affidavit Envelope with the correct
TOWN and Election District #. If this is not completed, we will not be able to canvas the
ballot at the BOE Office.
3. Give the Voter the correct Ballot for the District they currently reside in. Once they have
completed the ballot, they are to fold it and seal it inside the Affidavit Envelope. The
Voter MAY NOT put their ballot through the ICE Voting Machine.
4. The Inspector then must enter the information of the Affidavit Voter onto the Affidavit /
Court Order Voter Challenge Report in the Voter Challenge Reports Book.
5. Once completed, place sealed Affidavit Envelope containing the voted ballot in the
MAGENTA Affidavit Bag. Don’t forget to place in the correct ED bag, and hash mark the
report on the back of the MAGENTA Affidavit Bag.
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Voter Turnout Time Sheet:
Inspectors will record the number of voters counted on each Voting Machine and the number of voters
waiting in line to vote. This information is recorded every 2 hours. The report must be verified by 2
inspectors from each party at the end of the night.

POLL WATCHERS:
To ensure fair and honest elections, New York State law provides for appointing poll watchers to observe
voting at the polls. Poll watchers are designated by candidates, political parties, independent organizations
and/or political committees which have candidates on the ballot.
The Role of the Poll Watcher: The role of the poll watcher is to observe elections at the polling sites on
behalf of a particular candidate, political party, or organization, and where they observe irregularities, report
these observations to either the election inspector and/or the Board of Elections.
Poll Watcher Qualifications: Poll watchers must be qualified voters in Schoharie County. Poll watchers must
be certified in writing by a candidate, a chairperson of a political committee, or independent body and must
present a certificate for each election district to the election inspector for that election district.
Number of Poll Watchers: New York State Law allows three poll watchers per election district for each party
committee, or independent body.
Poll Watcher Rights – The Poll Watcher may:
•
•
•
•

Arrive 15 minutes before opening to observe the opening of the polls.
Compare the sample ballot for errors.
Observe the closing of the polls and final canvasses.
Challenge individual voters on the following basis:

i. Signature authenticity
ii. Residence
iii. Multiple voting

iv. Qualification to vote
v. Electioneering
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Poll Watcher Limitations – The Poll Watcher may not:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greet Voters
Electioneer in any manner:
o Electioneering includes soliciting votes or distributing, wearing, or carrying political literature,
posters, banners, or buttons, or displaying refreshments showing a candidate or party’s name.
Tamper with election materials.
Interfere with the election process.
Protest a vote ruling.
Accompany a voter into the booth.

If you see a violation
Poll watchers are not law enforcement officers. However, they may attempt to enforce their candidate’s rights
by reporting a violation to any of the following:
•
•
•

Election Inspectors
The Schoharie County Board of Elections
The Schoharie County Sheriff’s Department

If a Poll Watcher shows up to your polling site, be sure to take the poll watcher’s
certificate and file it in the Inspector Binder.
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Closing The Poll Site
Reminders:
• Any Voter in line at 9:00 PM is on time!
• At 9:00 PM a Poll Worker may stand at the end of the line to mark the last person in line who is
allowed to Vote.
• While there are things that you cannot do before 9:00 PM, There are some things you can do to be
as prepared as possible prior to closing:
o Record seal numbers
o Count Spoiled Ballot and Affidavit Envelopes
o Re-organize Inspector Election Supply Bags
o Inspectors sign their Vouchers
o Make sure all Reports from throughout the day are completed and get final Closing Reports
ready.
• DO NOT shut down any voting machines or Poll Pads until the last Voter has left the Poll Site.

POLLS CLOSE AT 9:00 PM OR WHEN EVERY VOTER IN LINE BY 9:00 PM HAS VOTED
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Take down all signs, sample ballots, and any other information placed around your Poll Site.
Turn off and pack Poll Pads in their corresponding cases the way they were packed upon opening of
Polls. They can be safely placed inside the ICE Voting ballot box which is to be locked for pick-up
the following Day by technicians.
Special Envelopes
o Write in ballot envelope (one for each machine) → Goes with courier/tech
o Spoiled ballot envelope → Goes back in the inspector supply bag
o Empty unscanned emergency ballot envelope → Goes back in the inspector supply bag
Inspector Supply Bag
o All inspector and polling supplies should be replaced in this bag
▪ Including binders, return of canvass, ballot accountability, seal/tag report, AB sheet,
unused manilla envelopes, spoiled ballots, vouchers, pens, stickers, clipboard,
calculator, inactive list, and all supplies are returned in this bag.
ICE Machine Compartment
o All unused ballots, packed Poll Pads, and privacy sleeves go into the ICE Machine
Magenta Affidavit Bag
o Affidavit ballots (Absentee also) go here, and bag is returned with the blue ballot bag by
courier/tech on election night.
Green Speed Bag
o This small bag is returned election night by courier/tech
▪ Place CF cards in this bag.
▪ One “polls closed” tape is placed in this bag
▪ Place this bag within the blue ballot bag
Blue Ballot Bag
o All voted ballots go in this bag
▪ Write – ins
▪ Unscanned emergency
o Green speed bag also goes in this blue ballot bag
o Magenta affidavit bag also goes into this blue ballot bag
Supply bag has a tag that must be signed, and a seal must be applied and recorded by the chair,
or whoever returns the bag to the BOE the next day.
Blue ballot bag must be sealed, recorded on the transport tag, and signed by the chairman and
the courier/tech.
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Closing The Polls – ICE & Poll Pad
1. The poll worker will press the security key firmly to the receptacle and hold until the “POLL WORKER”
menu appears.
2. If you press the CLOSE POLL option, the “Poll Management – CLOSE POLL” screen will appear.

3. Under the “Poll Status” option press the “CLOSE” button. The number of closing poll results tapes to
print is pre-set to 2.
4. The “Close Poll Confirmation” screen will appear. Press “OK” to confirm. If the “CANCEL” option is
chosen, the user will return to the “Poll Worker Menu.”
5. The result tape is printed (there should be 2 sets of results), and the “Confirmation” screen will appear
asking if you want to print another copy. Verify you already have 2 copies, and the press “NO”. If only
1 copy prints, press “YES”.

6. HAND ONE OF THE PRINTED RESULTS TAPE FROM EACH MACHINE TO THE CHAIRPERSON.
THEY MUST PHONE IN RESULTS TO THE NUMBER LISTED IN YOUR INSPECTOR BINDER. Once
Chairperson is finished calling results, have Inspectors sign the Closing Poll tape and place one in the
GREEN SPEED BAG. Continue closing the machines.
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7. The “Administration Menu” screen now appears. And the Status at the bottom of the screen should
read Poll Closed. Do not push “EXIT”. Press the power icon in the top right corner of the screen.

8. On the “Power Down” screen select the SHUT DOWN button. The LCD will go black, and a single shut
down “beep” will indicate the tabulator is powered down.

9. Once the LCD screen is black, lower the privacy shields, raise the monitor stand, and lift back to set
position so you can lower the monitor to its storage position.
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10. Disconnect the ballot box power supply cord from the outlet, wrap and secure. Disconnect ATI Cord
from ICE Machine, roll up, and place under ATI unit for storage.

11. MEMORY CARD REMOVAL: Break the security seals on CF1 and CF2 memory card doors. Open both
doors and press the black release button beside each card to remove the cards from the tabulator.
Place both cards in the GREEN SPEED BAG.

12. BALLOT REMOVAL: To remove the ballots from the ballot box break the BLUE seal on the ballot
retrieval door. Unlock door and remove all the ballots from the bin and place into the BLUE BALLOT
BAG. DO NOT FORGET TO CHECK THE WRITE-IN COMPARTMENT. Write-ins are to be place in the
Write-in Envelops and then placed on top of other voter ballots inside the BLUE BALLOT BAG. Be sure
to GENTLY LIFT the white cover door to access write-in ballots.
13. To close the POLL PAD(S):
• Take out GREEN Poll Pad case.
• Unplug all components and place into the
case.
• Press and hold the Power Button on the
iPad until the “Power” Slider appears on
the screen and slide the “Power” to the
right to turn off the Poll Pad.
• Remove and fold arm & stand and pack
into case.
• Pack Poll Pad into case.

14. Place unused ballots and privacy sleeves in ballot bin in machine. Place Poll Pad(s) packed into the
original case(s) in ballot bin in machine. Lock and reseal door, and record seal on SEAL TAG REPORT.
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Closing The Polls – Inspector Reports
BALLOT ACCOUNTABILITY FORM: At Close of Polls fill out the ballot accountability form.
•

•
•
•

•

Ballots Scanned – Use Machine Tapes
making sure to verify the correct count
per Election District at your Polling
Site.
Ballots Spoiled – These will be in the
Spoiled Ballot Envelops, verify correct
ED for each count.
Affidavits – Tallied on the back of the
MAGENTA Affidavit Bag.
Unscanned Emergency – if used, would
be in the Unscanned Emergency
Envelope unless they were able to be
scanned in at close of polls.
Ballots NOT Used – add up the rest of
the unused ballots verifying by the
ballot #’s.

POLL SITE BALLOT ACCOUNTABILITY FORM
GENERAL ELECTION NOVEMBER 3, 2020
Poll Site Name: Community Center

Town Election District:

Middleburgh 1

POLLS OPEN
Ballots:

1250

25 Ballot Booklets @ 50 ea Total =

Verification of Sealed Ballot Count

Board of Election Signatures: _______________________
_______________________

INSPECTORS VERIFICATION OF SEALED BALLOT COUNT:

YES _____ NO______

INSPECTORS’ SIGNATURES: (2 from each party)
______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

BALLOT ID#2005

POLLS CLOSED

BALLOTID#2005

BALLOTS
Ballots Scanned ------------------------------

______

Ballots Spoiled --------------------------------

+______

Affidavits --------------------------------------

+______

Unscanned Emergency ----------------------

+______

Ballots NOT used ----------------------------

+______

TOTAL # OF BALLOTS =
INSPECTORS’ SIGNATURES: (2 from each party)
______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

THESE 5 BALLOT TYPES ADDED TOGETHER WILL EQUAL THE TOTAL # OF BALLOTS AT THE
OPENING OF POLLS. Inspectors to sign the bottom once finalized.

RETURN OF CANVAS REPORT: CHAIRPERSON MUST REPORT RESULTS AS SOON AS CLOSING
POLL TAPE IS AVAILABLE (See Phone-In Procedure on Quick Reference Guide in the Inspector Binder).
•

Once Closing Poll Tape is Printed,
Inspectors will use the tape to verify
and record:
o Machine #
o Tabulator ID #
o Ballots Scanned (per ED)
o Protective Counter Number

SCHOHARIE COUNTY RETURNS OF CANVASS
GENERAL ELECTION NOVEMBER 3, 2020

CLOSING POLLS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Polling Site: Conesville 1 Town Hall

We have secured the voting machine against further voting.
Yes_____________
We have completed the Seal/Tag Report.
Yes_____________
We have finished the Ballot Accountability Sheet.
Yes_____________
We have conducted this election according to instructions
provided us by the Board of Elections.
Yes_____________
Were any Absentee Ballots delivered to the polls? How many?
Yes______
No__________
If Yes, return Absentee Ballots to Board of Elections on election night.

POLLS CLOSED TAPE - (Remember to phone in results to B.O.E.)

•

Inspectors sign in Bi-Partisan team
and attach ONE Closed Poll Tape from
ICE Machine at the bottom of this
form. The SECOND Tape is placed in
the GREEN Speed Bag along with the
CF Cards from the CORRESPINDING
ICE Machine, to be sealed with Voted
Ballots BLUE Courier/Ballot Bag for
Technician to pick up.

MACHINE #

TABULATOR
ID#

TOTAL BALLOTS
SCANNED

PROTECTIVE COUNTER OR
LIFETIME COUNTER

We do hereby certify that all machine totals on the voting machines listed above are correctly transcribed on
this document as specified by the Board of Elections
ELECTION INSPECTORS’ SIGNATURES
( TWO FROM EACH PARTY )

1._________________________________

3.______________________________________

2._________________________________

4.______________________________________

ATTACH ONE POLLS CLOSED TAPE HERE.
THE SECOND POLLS CLOSED TAPE AND CF
CARDS ARE PLACED IN GREEN SPEED BAG.
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SEAL TAG REPORT: Inspectors are to verify all seals on the machine by re-recording them under the
EVENING Polls Closed column. Any seals that are changed must be recorded on this form. All seals need
to be verified at the close of polls in bi-partisan teams, and inspectors must sign the report.

INSPECTOR REPORTS VERIFICATION:
Located on the back cover of the Inspector
Reports Booklet. This form is to be completed
once all other reports are finalized and signed by
bi-partisan Inspector teams. This is your final
checklist to make sure you have completed all
Election Day Reports.
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VOTER CHALLENGE REPORTS VERIFIFCATION:
Located on the back cover of the Voter Challenge
Reports Booklet. This form is to be completed
once all other reports are finalized and signed by
bi-partisan Inspector teams. This is your final
checklist to make sure you have completed and
properly recorded all Election Day Voter
Challenge Reports.

FINAL CHECKLIST FOR CHAIRMAN
✓ Make sure all proper bags with voted ballots are returned to Board of
Elections with Courier.
✓ All documents are filled out correctly:
- Returns of Canvass
- Seal Tag Report
- Ballot Accountability
- Voter Challenge Reports
- Emergency Ballot Statement of Canvass–only
if necessary.
- Vouchers
✓ Check for signatures on all documents, two from each party.
✓ Place notes written throughout the day concerning Election Day events
in supply bag.
✓ Return sealed supply bag back to the Board of Elections before noon
the following day. (Make sure tag number is on the Chain of Custody
Card.)
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